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This is Happy. She is a kind, curious and brave little fish. Happy loves reading books and her favorite type of books are mystery books.
One day, while reading a Sherlock Fish book, she thought it would be amazing to become a detective. To learn more, she checked out other detective books from the library.
From those books, Happy learned that detectives are curious, observant, and good in disguising themselves. She quickly started getting ready to become a detective. She collected magnifying glasses, a notebook, and a detective costume.
The next afternoon, her neighbor Mrs. Octo came looking for her missing puppies. She was very worried because she hadn't seen her puppies since this morning. Happy asked if she could help find the puppies, and Happy had a case.
Happy asked Mrs. Octo everything about the morning. The last time Mrs. Octo saw her puppies was when she gave them some milk and cookies while they were playing in her backyard with some toys. But now the puppies' toys and the milk and cookies are missing.
Happy examined the entire backyard as a crime scene and found some cookie crumbs near the rose bushes. She put on her gloves and collected the cookie crumbs in a plastic baggie as evidence.
Happy noticed a few more cookie crumbs near the backyard fence, when she followed a trail of cookie crumbs it led her to the park where she found the puppies playing with other puppies.
How did you end up in the park?
Happy asked the puppies. The puppies said our new friend were very hungry, and we thought we could share some cookies with them. Happy quickly informed Mrs. Octo about her puppies.
Mrs. Octo happily swam to the park and took her puppies home. Happy felt great that she had solved her first case. Mrs. Octo thanked Happy and said you are one brilliant detective.